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VIVO-VILLEROY &  
BOCH GROUP CRYSTAL 
GLASS SET

VIVO-VILLEROY 
& BOCH GROUP 
COFFEE SET

VOICE BASIC
Ensure your glassware cupboard is ready for the next 
special occasion with this set of 4 champagne flutes 
(283 ml) from Villeroy & Boch’s Vivo range. Crafted 
from fine-edged lead free crystal glass, these flutes are 
elegant enough for the most discerning champagne-
quaffer. Dishwasher safe.

SIMPLY FRESH 
COFFEE SET
Vivo’s Simply Fresh is uncomplicated and authentic, 
with slightly rounded edges making it a stylish dish for 
daily use. With a high quality and contemporary
feel Vivo is designed for everyday use. This 18 piece 
Vivo Simply Fresh coffee set comprises of: 6 x Coffee 
cups (0.25l), 6x Saucers (16cm) and 6x Salad plates
(19.5cm). It is made of Premium Porcelain and is 
Dishwasher and Microwave safe.
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Mug with a clean and flowing contour. Refined grey, 
sand and blue shades and a rough surface texture 
lend it an original, very special charm. Dishwasher and 
Microwave safe.

COLOR LOOP 
HORIZON MUG

SIMPLY FRESH 
COFFEE MUG
Beautiful does not always have to be different. Or does 
it? Or not? Or rather classic? This beautiful 350ml Simply 
Fresh mug allows for both. It combines simple elegance 
with fresh design. Dishwasher and Microwave safe.

Basic white 300ml mug MADE IN GERMANY with 
elegant design in versatile classic white. These mugs are 
a perfect office desk companion.Dishwasher and
Microwave safe.

BASIC WHITE 
COFFEE MUG

VIVO-VILLEROY &  
BOCH GROUP MUGS
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HANS LARSEN CERAMIC MUG HANS LARSEN DRINKWARE SET

TELAVI
HANS LARSEN 16 OZ (590 ml) Orea stone wood base ceramic mug 
with perfect blend of color and style, Packed in a gift box. can be easily 
opened and closed for immediate use. Made of durable Tritan® material. 
Registered design®

LEIDEN
Leiden is a drinkware set consisting of a Tritan water 
bottle and Stainless Steel Vacuum Tumbler made f rom 
SS 304 inside and SS 201 outside. Capacity: each 510 
ml/ 17 OZ . The silicon grip ensures easy carry. Packed 
in a nice and presentable gift box.
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XDDESIGN DRINKWARE

BOPP SPORT
XDDESIGN Bopp Sport is a remarkable sports bottle. 
The iconic shape gives multiple solutions to carrying 
the 550ml bottle. The leakproof closure can be easily 
opened and closed for immediate use. Made of 
durable Tritan® material. Registered design®

NEVA
XDDESIGN Neva is an alternative in the battle against 
disposable plastic water bottles. Thanks to the 500 ml 
body made in durable 304 stainless steel, Neva can
be your everyday bottle. The fabric strap allows you to 
carry the bottle while also serving as a quick release 
for the leak proof spout. Registered design®
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DIA TUMBLER
XDDESIGN Dia is a double wall tumbler with durable 
304 stainless steel on the inside. The double wall 
and sliding lid make it possible to carry both hot 
and cold drinks up to 350ml. Dia is designed so that 
it’s easy to take apart for recycling and therefore 
helps you invest in a cleaner world. BPA free and 
suited for hand wash. Registered design®

DIA
XDDESIGN Closable, insulated and compact 
enough for under the coffee machine (227 ml). It is 
also very hygienic because the lining of the mug
is made of stainless steel and not from plastic. 
Designed to be completely dismantled at the end 
of its life-cycle. Registered design®

CLIK HANDLE
XDDESIGN Clik uses a smart 360 degree drinking lid 
that can be opened and closed with a simple push. 
The double wall mug has a capacity of 225ml and 
with an integrated handle you can travel with either 
hot or cold drinks. It is also leak proof. The mug is 
designed in such a way that the outer stainless steel 
is easy to take apart for recycling and therefore 
helps you invest in a cleaner world. BPA free and 
suited for hand wash. Registered design®

BOPP MINI
XDDESIGN Bopp Mini is a compact 350ml bottle 
with a matt body and with attached carabiner that 
makes it easy to clip onto your bag, belt or other 
gear you take with you. Registered design®
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XDDESIGN Mosa is a fashionable 300ml tumbler from 
durable 201 stainless steel with an inside PP lining. 
Registered design®

XDDESIGN Mosa is a fashionable 500ml double wall 
vacuum flask in durable 201 stainless steel. The flask 
closes with a PP lid that can be used to enjoy your hot 
beverages. Registered design®

MOSA TUMBLER

MOSA FLASKURBAN
XDDESIGN Urban is a 400ml metal exterior mug which is 
ideal to use on your desk and to enjoy your coffee or tea. 
Stainless steel exterior has young & rich colors to add to 
the experience . Keeps your drink Hot for 3 Hrs & Cold 
for 6 Hrs. Registered design®
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XDDESIGN Track your daily hydration goals with this 
smart designed stainless steel 650ml. water bottle. The 
lid displays a bigger water drop each time you refill
and twist the collar so you can easily keep count of 
the number of bottles you drink. Handwash only and 
leakproof. Registered design®

XDDESIGN Track your daily hydration goals with this 
cleverly designed 600 ml tritan water bottle. The lid 
displays a bigger water drop each time you refill and
twist the collar so you can easily keep count of 
the number of bottles you drink. Handwash only & 
Leakproof.

AQUA AQUA TRITAN

HYDRATION 
TRACKING BOTTLE
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BEVAGE
XDDESIGN Less is more. With 8 cm height, this 
is the perfect double wall mug for your coffee 
machine. PP inner. Great for your Espressos and 
Cappucinos. Nice handle for 1 hand drinking. Easy 
twist spill proof lid. Hand washable only. Content 
160ml. Registered design®

COFFEL
XDDESIGN Less is more. With 8 cm height, this 
is the perfect double wall mug for your coffee 
machine. PP inner. Easy twist spill proof lid. 
Great for your Espressos and Cappucinos. Hand 
washable only.Content 160ml. Registered design®

XDDESIGN DRINKWARE

LOCK MUG
XDDESIGN Lock allows you to safely drink and 
transport your drink to any location. The 250ml 
mug is easy to lock with one hand and made from 
durable 201 stainless steel with an inside PP lining. 
Designed in away that the mug is easy to take apart 
for recycling. Registered design®
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POP MUG
XDDESIGN Pop is a fresh looking double wall 
plastic mug with frosted outside and sliding 
lid. 275ml content. Registered design®

GIFTOLOGY SPEAKER BOTTLES

GAGRA
GIFTOLOGY Gagra is a 740 ml water bottle with 
built-in 2 Watt bluetooth speaker. The body is made 
out of TRITAN™ material so it is scratch proof and 
durable. The built-in microphone allows for calls to 
be answered when you are enjoying your
music. Playtime: 2 hrs.

FLAKER
GIFTOLOGY Flaker is a double walled 400ml 
water bottle with drinking capacity and a 3 watts 
bluetooth speaker. The bottle has SS 304 inside 
and SS 201 outside. This gadget combines two 
important functions of flask & speaker. The speaker 
has a playtime of 90 minutes.
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XDXCLUSIVE DRINKWARE

SQUARED
XDXCLUSIVE This unique shaped water bottle with 
silicone sleeved body allows convenient single-
handed drinking. Push the button and the lid flips 
open. There’s a special locking mechanism to keep 
users away from accidentally pressing the button. 
This water bottle is made of a durable and innovative 
tritan material. Odourless and 100% BPA-free. 
Content 600ml. Registered design®

HONEYCOMB
Add some healthy fruit flavours to your water. This 
designer bottle with honeycomb details offers 
convenient single-handed drinking. Push the button 
and the lid flips open. There’s a special locking 
mechanism to keep users away from accidentally 
pressing the button. Including carrying handle. This 
infuser bottle is made of a durable and innovative 
tritan material. Odourless and 100% BPA-free. Content 
700ml. Registered design®
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XDXCLUSIVE Leak proof vacuum lockable flask with 
handle. Content: 450ml. Registered design®

Leak proof lockable tritan bottle with handle. Content: 
600ml. Registered design®

HYDRATE 
FLASK

HYDRATE 
BOTTLE

BOGOTA
XDXCLUSIVE Just the right size, a perfect fit for most 
coffee machines. This vacuum insulated double wall 
stainless steel design tumbler with silicone band detail. 
Keeps your drink hot for up to 5 hours and cold for up 
to 15 hours. Content: 280ml.

XDXCLUSIVE Don’t taste your mug, just taste your 
drink! Enjoy this ceramic drinking experience. Keeps 
your drink hot for up to 5 hours and cold for up to
15 hours with this vacuum insulated tumbler. A ceramic 
all-over coating has been applied on the inner wall 
in order to have a better drinking experience and 
eliminate the metallic taste. Leak proof lid. Content: 
500ml. Registered design®

SIERRA
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COPPER VACUUM FLASKS

SWISS PEAK The Swiss Peak Elite series are with 
vacuum insulation and double wall 18/8 grade stainless 
steel. The powder coated black colour is built to last! 
No fading or cracking here! The inner wall is plated 
with copper for ultimate conductivity to keep drinks 
hot for 8 hours and cold for 24 hours. Hand washable 
and leakproof. Content 1000 ml.

The Swiss Peak Elite series are with vacuum insulation
and double wall 18/8 grade stainless steel. The powder 
coated black colour is built to last! No fading or 
cracking here! The inner wall is plated with copper for 
ultimate conductivity to keep drinks hot for 8 hours 
and cold for 24 hours. Hand washable and leakproof. 
Content 500 ml.

ELITE COPPER 
VACUUM FLASK (1 L)

ELITE COPPER  
VACUUM FLASK (0.5 L)

HANS LARSEN Double wall tumbler. 304 SS inside and 
ABS plastic outside. Engrave your logo and when you 
pick up the bottle, logo on tumbler will light up for
optimal brand exposure. Including 2 CR2032 cell 
battery. Content: 180 ml. Fits most coffee machines.

HANS LARSEN Lednice is a 480 ml/16 Oz stainless 
steel water bottle with a unique possibility to decorate 
the logo in a way that when the bottle moves, the logo 
will Light-Up for optimal brand exposure. This bottle 
is food safe and FDA and LFGB compliant. Packed in a 
gift box.

HENGELO

LEDNICE

LIGHT UP LOGO DRINKWARE
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XDCOLLECTION 400ml double wall mug with easy to 
use push system to open and close your mug.

HANS LARSEN Flaog is a 500ml double walled flask 
with matt body and vacuum insulation. Made of 
Durable 304 Stainless Steel inside & 201 outside
with vacuum insulation in between which keeps your 
drink cool or hot for longer hours. The shiny geometric 
design creates an illusion of different shades in the 
presence of light which gives it a trendy look; It also 
gives a good grip to hold the flask.

PUSH MUG

FLAOG

HANS LARSEN DRINKWARE

RANIS
HANS LARSEN Ranis is a 380 ml double walled 
vacuum mug with strong silicone suction on the 
bottom of the cup to can prevent the cup from 
tipping over by sudden force and accidental hit.
This Mug stands out for its flavor-saving ceramic 
coated interior, which never imparts a metallic taste 
and never rusts or stains. This double-wall, vacuum-
insulated stainless steel mug keeps drinks hot or 
cold for 6 to 12 hours, depending on the starting 
temperature of the liquid.

VODICE
HANS LARSEN Vodice is a 500 ml double walled 
vacuum flask with a screw-on plastic drinking cup 
and a silicon loop. Toggle switch ensures easy open
/ close operation. Made from SS 204 outside and 
SS 304 inside. The metal plate on top allows for 
excellent personalization of your logo. Packed in a 
gift box.
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EUNOIA
HANS LARSEN 470 ml Double walled suction mug with 
outer body made from BPA free ABS and inside made 
from high grade stainless steel (SS 304) to ensure that 
your drink maintains its temperature for a long time. 
Strong vaccuum suction pad at the bottom ensures 
that the mug holds firmly to the surface on which it is 
placed. Never worry about the drink spilling on to your 
table because it does not fall! Leakproof lid allows you 
to keep the mug in the bag, on your car seat, anywhere!

SOLIN
HANS LARSEN Solin is a double walled, 380ml 
thermo tumbler which is inspected for food-hygiene, 
hence makes it very safe compared to regular plastic 
tumblers. It can resist a temperature of upto 100°C 
without your tumbler getting hot. The stylish lid 
has a slide open mechanism which allows one-hand 
operation.

SINJ
HANS LARSEN A perfect tumbler for beverages 
with 2 different outlets one being small to take in 
small sips of a hot beverage & the other one bigger 
in size enabling quick consumption. Sinj has a 
capacity of 350ml & stack like structure which gives 
it a unique look. It is also inspected for food-hygiene 
which makes it harmless & ideal for everyday use.

SISAK
HANS LARSEN Sisak is a double walled, 280ml 
anti-spill thermo tumbler which is inspected for 
food-hygiene, hence makes it very safe compared to 
regular plastic tumblers. It can resist a temperature 
of upto 80°C without your tumbler getting hot. The 
stylish lid does not allow the drink to spill out of the 
tumbler even when the tumbler falls down.
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CUPGO
eneutral Cupgo is a 270ml mug that is made 
from naturally grown organic bamboo fibre. 
It is ecofriendly, reusable & highly durable.
The silicon grip with geometric design helps 
hold the cup conveniently when the drink is 
hot. Dishwasher safe.

ECO-NEUTRAL DRINKWARE

GALATI
HANS LARSEN Galati is the only Stainless Steel 
reusable water bottle that you will ever need. This water 
bottle keeps liquids cold for up to 12 hours and hot for 
upto 8 hours without any sweating on the exterior; plus, 
a wide-mouth opening allows ice to easily go in and 
flat-sides offers a secure grip for every sip.

STAINLESS STEEL WATER BOTTLES
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HANS LARSEN Megara is made from glass that is 100% 
recyclable and that doesn’t infuse harmful chemicals or 
unwanted flavours into your water like plastic or metal 
and eco-friendly bamboo lid. Made from high grade 
borosilicate glass, which is more heat resistant than 
any other commonly used glass. Now you can save the 
planet and enjoy your warm tea too. With fashionable 
silicone sleeve for drop protection and heat insulation. 
Content 550ml.

MEGARA

ECO FRIENDLY DRINKWARE

XDCOLLECTION An ECO mug made from PLA without 
plastic. BPA-free with no toxic chemicals or plastics. 
Reusable, biodegradable and compostable. Truly 
sustainable and safe for those who care about their 
health and the environment. Heat resistant up to 120 
degree Celsius, microwave safe and dishwasher safe 
(top rack). Spillproof. Content : 400 ml.

HANS LARSEN Vacuum insulated cork coffee mug with 
unique cork detail. 304 SS inside and 201SS outside. 
Keeps your drinks hot for up to 5h and cold up to 15h. 
Fits most coffee machines. Content: 180ml.

ECO PLA

GOUDA
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TACX bio-bottles is the water bottle for the Pro teams. This sturdy water bottle features a powerful design and a 
screw-on cap. A Tacx bio-bottle distinguishes itself thanks to a number of excellent functionalities and is easy to fill 
and clean.

BIO BOTTLE

TACX BIO BOTTLES GLASS DRINKWARE

420ml capacity glass bottle with protective neoprene 
sleeve in bright tones. With screw-on safety cap and 
carrying belt.

HANS LARSEN Time to purify your lifestyle, and change 
the way you drink water. Glass is 100% recyclable and 
doesn’t contains harmful chemicals or unwanted flavours 
into your water like plastic or metal. Brasov water bottle 
is reusable and is entirely BPA free, lead free and worry 
free. Made from high borosilicate glass, which is more 
heat resistant than any other commonly used glass. 
With fashionable sleeve for drop protection and heat 
insulation. Content 500 ml.

GRUENE

BRASOV
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FRUIT INFUSER

GIFTOLOGY 680ml water bottle with fruit infuser 
compartment. Infuse your water with fresh fruits and 
additional flavours into the infuser compartment. The 
infuser compartment can also be used to chill your 
water by adding ice cubes. Also prepares your detox 
water and enjoy the infusion.

GIFTOLOGY 680ml water bottle with fruit infuser 
compartment. Infuse your water with fresh fruits and 
additional flavours into the infuser compartment. The 
infuser compartment can also be used to chill your 
water by adding ice cubes. Also prepares your detox 
water and enjoy the infusion.

HAGEN

AACHEN

XDCOLLECTION Leak proof infuser bottle. Add 
vitamins and flavour to your drink by adding fresh fruit. 
In the top of the bottle is a special infuser cap which 
gives a smooth water flow and holds your fruit inside 
the bottle. Hand-wash only. Content 500 ml.

HANS LARSEN Infus is a 800ml Tritan bottle with fruit 
infuser compartment. Infuse your water with loads of 
vitamins and flavour by adding fresh fruits into the 
infuser compartment. The infuser compartment can also 
be used to chill your water by adding ice cubes.

EVERYDAY

INFUS
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HANS LARSEN Enjoy flavor-infused beverages made 
naturally at home with the 1.8 litre Infujug Fruit Infusion 
Pitcher. This BPA-free PET pitcher has removable
hollow rod that can be filled with fruits, citrus wedges, 
herbs, or savories. Open slots in rod allow contents to 
naturally combine with liquid; rod screws into lid, so it 
stays securely in place.

INFUJUG HANS LARSEN Trendy infuser bottle to flavour your 
water with your favourite fruit or herbs. The body is 
made out of TRITAN™ material so it is scratch
proof and durable. The lid is made out of ABS and 
is leakproof so you can take your flavoured water 
wherever you go. Capacity 800 ml.

TACX The Fuse bottle is a squeezable elegant life style 
bottle with a fruit fusion stick. Add taste and vitamins 
to your water by threading pieces of fruit or herbs
onto the fruit fusion stick. The bottle holds 450cc, is 
made from soft squeezable BPA free polyethylene and 
has a pull lid for easy drinking. A carry on handle helps 
carry it around for various sports activities.

BATUMI FUSE

FRUIT INFUSER WATER BOTTLES
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CAFFè DEBORAH CUP SET 
VERSAC GOLD BLACK

TEA DEBORAH CUP SET 
VERSAC GOLD BLACK

Exclusive glassware 
made by professional 
glassmakers in Italy. The 
base is created using 
the most sophisticated 
technology and the 
decoration is completely 
done by hand by 
experienced craftsmen in 
this field.

Exclusive glassware 
made by professional 
glassmakers in Italy. The 
base is created using 
the most sophisticated 
technology and the 
decoration is completely 
done by hand by 
experienced craftsmen in 
this field.

SET 1 SET 1SET 2 SET 2SET 3 SET 3

HOME & LIVING
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DRINKWARE, HOME & LIVING SUBLIMATION MUGS

HANS LARSEN Swel is a 400ml protein shaker with 
Three compartments, first /top for liquid, second for 
vitamins, and third for protein powder. Made from BPA 
free materials and is leakproof. Carabiner allows easy 
clipping onto your belt loop or backpack.

11 OZ Colour changing 
sublimation mug with 
matt finish

Luxury 4 person ceramic espresso set with silver colored 
plating. Serve your espresso in this luxury shiny silver 
espresso set. The cups and saucers can be washed in the 
dishwasher. Cup: inside white/outside silver, content 75 
ml. Packed in a nice gift box.

11 OZ Colour changing 
sublimation mug with 
glossy finish

SWEL SALTA

IKIGAI TRELEW
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WELSRAWSON

GRAZOLIVOS

11 OZ Sublimation mug with 
colored rim and handle

11 OZ Sublimation mug 
with colored inside

11 OZ Sublimation mug with 
colored handle & inside

11 OZ Sublimation mug 
with colored inside, 
handle and spoon
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11 OZ Sublimation mug 12 OZ Sublimation mug with 
colored handle and inside

12 OZ Cone shaped latte mug 3 OZ Shot glass mug with 
gold rim

17 OZ Cone shaped latte mug Mason Jar with Straw (Clear) 
12oz/350ml

Ceramic Mug with Silicon base of lid Autograph mug

Tumbler mug 1.5 OZ Shot glass mug with gold rim

10 OZ Windsor photo mug 6 OZ White photo mug

PARANA MANTUA

EBENSEE FORLITRAUN MASON

MBEYA KIGOMA

VUKOVAR LIVORNO

VIEDMA RIMINI
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14 OZ Stainless steel mug with white 
patch for full color digital printing

Round Cork Coaster

Gun Metal with PU Combination 
Coaster (Single coaster only). 
Packed in black box.

600 ml Alluminium water bottle Plastic set of 6 coasters centre 
piece with metal for printing / 
engraving. Packed in white box

14 OZ Stainless steel mug Square Cork Coaster

370ml, ceramic mug with fun emoji designs in eye-catching yellow color.
Presented in an individual box.

Square Wooden Coaster

14 OZ Stainless steel mug Round Wooden Coaster

LEOBEN PLOCK

SCITUTANDIL MINITAO

MELK RADOM

DUBLIN LUBLIN

ENNS MALBORK

QUALITY COASTERS
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